
F1 Manager

Hutch Games Ltd is proud to announce its newest title developed by 2020 Season Now Live!

Called F1 Manager.

### Brief Overview Of The Game

In the iOS title, F1 Manager, you get to enjoy the thrill of the race track and take control of your pit

crew.

Finally, experience what it is like to take charge in an environment where every single second

counts.

Do you have what it takes to lead your pit crew to victory and become the crowned Victor as the

world’s best F1 pit crew team?

There is more detail in the management of your crew in the pits than any other competing game.

Everything from the fuel economy of your vehicle as it races around the track to the weather

conditions on the road will affect the ultimate outcome of the race.

The decisions you make will determine whether or not your team walks away with the

championship trophy.

*Get ready to race.*

### Gameplay Analysis:

You are greeted by stunning graphics that immediately remind you of any major F1 racing track's

sights and sounds.

Walking out on the raceway, you take in Everything around you.

This title is the official Formula One racing management strategy game where you get to compete

against other players around the world in real-time.

As the race goes on, manage your decisions wisely because in these high-stakes competitions,

every single second counts.

You can even unlock new races as you complete previous races.

Upgrade your car over time by collecting various car components to build your ultimate dream

machine.

Gauge how the weather will affect driving decisions so you can come out on top and be crowned

the champion at the end of the day.

The gameplay overall is better suited for people that enjoy testing their reaction speed.

Rapid pace action and quick decision making are anything but subtle.

Test your limits out on the track.  ### Final Verdict



People who have experienced the thrill of the track have an idea of what is in store when they play

this game.

Even if you have never stepped foot out in the track, the graphics of this game do a great job

conveying the sense of significance a racer would feel.

Ultimately this game is going to be divisive simply because not everyone loves Formula 1 racing.

Even among those who do love Formula 1 racing, not everyone enjoys the pit crew side.

However, for everyone out there that is enamored with the life of the pit crew for the world’s most

elite racing teams, this is the iOS game you have been designed to love.

Take charge of your own pit crew and lead them to world victory by managing your resources

wisely and carefully calculating decisions within mere moments.

If you are crafty enough, then you are capable of leading your team to victory.

Lighting quick reflexes will be needed to win; the championship awaits.

Advantages / Disadvantages

1. Officially Endorsed By The Formula 1

Organization 2. Experience The Adrenaline Of

Managing A F1 Pit Crew 3. Customize Your

Own Racecar With Un-Lockable Car Parts And

Components 4. Manage Your Fuel Economy To

Avoid A Sputtering Out Before The Finish

Line 5. Actively Make Decisions Based On

Weather That Impacts Driving Conditions 

1. Not Enough Options Or Customizing Your

Racecar 2. Online Play Depends On Network

Connection 3. Not Enough Different Race

Series 


